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Weather

artan Daily

Mostly fair through Thursday
except for a chance of some high
cloudiness today. High today
near 70, low tonight in the upper
40’s. Winds mostly northwest 515 m.p.h.
r.,,,prology Department
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The balance for the fund was made
’Imitable to campus groups after an
’,mess in spring fees of $8,517 was
eceived.
An original announcement of funds
otaling $9,817 was not accessable after
i projected addition from the
iefaulting AS. Food Co-op was vetoed
ind negated by the A.S. Council.
Semana Chicane, which originally
submitted a budget of $19,360 earlier in
he semester, was granted $7,500 for the
staging of the organization’s special
week, Semana Chicane ’76, May 10
hrough 14.
Outline due today
The allocations committee recomliended the money by a 6-0 vote. At
.oday’s A.S. Council meeting, the group
must present a general outline of its
revised budget working with the lower
allocation.
If the A.S. Council approves the
.ommittee’s decision, Semana Chicane
will return to next week’s meeting with
detailed description for the use of the
money.
Committee member Mike Switzer,
University Students Party (USP),
proposed a general budget for Semana
Chicana concentrated on cutting back
on entertainment and operation expenses.
Chicana
Semana
Originally,
requested $16,800 to use in obtaining
entertainment. The group asked $3,600
For speakers, $8,800 for musical groups,

$3,600 for theater groups and $800 for
dance groups.
Switzer’s recommendations cut these
figures to $2,500, $1,500, $2,000 and $500
respectively.
He also recommended a cut in an
original operations total of $2,560 to
$1,000.
The Vector Project, a student
organization which works with reforming alcoholics, will go before the A.S.
Council with two figures equally
recommended.
Recommendation split
The committee split its recommendation between giving the group
$650 or $550. Both figures received 3-3
votes when put before the committee. If

it grants the money, the A.S. Council
will have to decide on the amount.
The committee recommended $400
for the Student Art Exhibition Committee for the printing of a catalog
which will be devoted to outstanding
members of the SJSU Arts Department.
Two other campus organizations, the
Campus Ambassadors and the Student
Nurses’ Association were not given
recommendations for money.
The committee claimed the
Ambassadors’ request for funds could
not be granted in time for its scheduled
event
tomorrow.
The
nurses’
organization wanted funds to send a
representative to a national convention.

Source denies quotes
used in porno story
By Kevin McCarthy
Alfred Fabris, Santa Clara County
assistant deputy district attorney, has
denied the quotes attributed to him in
Spartan Daily reporter Louise Ransil’s
story on pornographic film making in
SJSU dormitories (see Page 2).
The Spartan Daily tried to contact
Fabris yesterday but was informed he
left Monday on a two-week vacation
and will return May 2.
In a letter to the Spartan Daily dated
April 15, Fabris maintained he had
never met Ransil and had never spoken
with her on the phone.
Ransil maintained that she interviewed Fabris over the phone, but
not in person. She said she identified
herself as a reporter for the Spartan
Daily and indicated the subject of her
article.
After Fabris allegedly made his
statements, she said he spelled his
name and gave his title.
Fabris was quoted in the story as
allegedly saying "things have loosened

Phone
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A.S. general fund gets boost;
campus groups vie for funds
By Steve Forsythe
The Semana Chicana group was one
f four organizations which yesterday
eceived recommendations for funding
rom the Associated Students Special
llocations Committee after the A.S.
ceneral Filed was given an unexpected
ddition.
The Vector Project, the Student Art
i-:xhibition Committee and the SJSU
Nomen’s Judo Club were the other
groups who benefited from the extra
noney, which was added to the General
-’und at the A.S. council meeting April

Since 193-1

Serving the San Jose State Lniverisity

up" for local pornographers.
He also allegedly said, "We know
pornography is being produced and sold
locally but we can’t do much about it.
Juries just won’t convict pornographers" and pointed out that a
Fremont jury had recently judged
"Deep Throat" non-pornographic.
Fabris also allegedly said, "It’s
really up to the people to decide what
laws they want. Let them screw on the
lawn and run naked through St. James
Park if they really want to."
According to William Hoffman,
assistant district attorney, the
University Police plan to offer a lie
detector test to Ransil.
When asked about this, University
Police Chief Earnest Quinton Said,
"Not at this time. We’re just investigating, nothing has happened."
Hoffman also said known prostitutes
attending SJSU have been asked about
the story and haven’t been able to
supply any information on its
authenticity.

Inside
SJSU is helping law enforcement officers and administration
of justice majors to become film
makers. See story on Page 3

277-3181

Campus -city
Task Force
reports ready
By Ann Marie Huddon
The Campus Community Task Force
met yesterday to finalize subcommittee reports for the committee of
the whole meeting at City Hall April 29.
The Task Force, designed to improve
the campus community in areas of
housing, transportation, commercial
establishments and social concerns has
met bi-weekly throughout the semester
preparing for its City Hall presentation.
The social concerns sub-committee,
headed by Willa Dawson, is working to
give the downtown area a more positive
image.
The committee is also pushing for the
city to become more involved in the
planning of the downtown area. It is
proposing that rehabilitation facilities
be limited in the campus area and that
the city provide assistance for the
development of facilities in other areas.
The housing sub-committee, headed
by SJSU housing director Evelyn
Robinson, reported the start of its
opinion survey of residents in single
family dwellings yesterday.
The survey was designed to obtain
student opinion of the committee’s
previous housing proposal to lower the
limit of legal residents in a single
family dwelling by two.
The parking and transportation subcommittee, headed by SJSU A.S.
Treasurer Colleen Culligan, reported
its alternatives to the parking problems
of the campus neighborhood.
Culligan suggested a systematic car
pool and shuttle bus system between
south campus and the main campus to
be implemented by the beginning of the
fall semester.

Barry Alien

Balloon captivates attention
Carla Bossard and her five -year -old daughter Chandra watch Scott Kough’s hot
air balloon with fascination. The balloon sailed over the hockey -ROTC practice
field for the Flying Twenty Club’s Air Fair. See story page 8.

Dorm debate series begins today
A series of three dorm debates will
begin at 9:30 tonight in Royce Hall.
The debates, for all candidates
running for A.S. office, will take place
in the formal lounges of the dorms at

9:30 p.m.
Thursday the debates move to West
Hall with the concluding program
Monday in Markham Hall.
Bill Clarkson, campaign manager for

the McGraw Ticket and candidate for
AS. Council, initiated the debates.
The Residence Halls Program Board
is doing the publicity in the dorms.
All students are invited to attend.

$1.50

OR OIL

A.S. executive candidates express views

lor
’is

Trish McGraw

Mark Turner

Steve Sturtevant

Art Bertolero

Carlos Alcaine

Barb Pagac

McGraw slate wants changes Independent Ticket stresses
in candidate election process openess in AS, government
By Tom Tait
To improve the representation and
accountability of A.S., The McGraw
Ticket, headed by A.S. presidential
candidate Trish McGraw has proposed
changing the election process for
council members.
The change, proposed by the slate,
which includes Mark Turner and Steve
Sturtevent, would have council candidates elected from schools within the
university rather than elected at-large
as they are now.
A.S. elections will be held April 28 and
29.
’"Ihis form of representation would
require that council members be
responsible and accountable to their
constituencies," the slate’s platform
states.
According to the platform the current
structure of electing council members
at-large does not allow for representatives to be responsible to a distinct
constituency and therefore lessens
accountability to the vast majority of
students.
McGraw appointed
McGraw, 26, currently serves as an
appointed member of the A.S. Council.
She is an Independent and has served
on the A.S. Personnel Selection Corn-

mittee and was Chief Justice at Eastern
New Mexico University.
McGraw, a business graduate in her
second year at SJSU, said she is
"becoming more and more aware and
involved each day" in student government.
"There is a lot I have to learn because
every campus is different and each has
its own problems," McGraw said.
McGraw said she would be "extensively involved" in the California
State University and Colleges Student
Presidents Association.
McGraw’s running mates are Mark
Turner, the vice-presidential candidate
and Steve Sturtevent, candidate for
treasurer.
Vice-presidential candidate
Turner, 21, is a sophomore communications major in his second
year at SJSU. He is an at-large
representative to the university
communications board and is the
founder and past president of the Sigma
Alpha Epsilon fraternity.
Sturtevent, 23, is an electrical
engineering junior in his first year at
SJSU and is a member of the Residents
Hall Goals Committee.
Sturtevent said the McGraw ticket
did not have any specific funding

priorities. He said AS. should look at
proposals individually based on their
value.
Turner said he wouldn’t know what
changes would be needed for the
council until next semester. He said the
changes would depend upon the people
he was dealing with. The A.S. vice
president is council chairman.
"I’ll implement any needed
changes. I don’t like the pettiness on
council," Turner said.
Turner also said there is a need for
workshops early in the semester to get
the council members working together.
Sturtevent said he would try to improve communication with students to
let them know what A.S. money is
available for allocations but said he had
not "nailed down all the brass tacks"
regarding the problem of unsteady
money flow from the university controller’s office to the A.S. Business
Office.
McGraw, Turner and Sturtevent all
list themselves as Independents, not
affiliated with any campus political
party.
They said The McGraw Ticket would
deal with council members as individuals rather than as members of
political parties.

By Dean Chalk’s
Stressing openess in A.S. government, the Independent Ticket will run
Art Bertolero for A.S. president, Carlos
Alcaine for A.S. vice-president and
Barb Pagac for A.S. treasurer.
A.S. elections will be held April 28 and
29.
Bertolero, 22-year-old marketing
major, has served on the AS. Council
for the past two years and has been at
SJSU for four years. He has served on
many committees while on the council
and says that if elected he will make the
office of president open to all students.
"Basically, I would like to make the
office a little more open than it has
been. I want to get advice from the
students," he said. He also said that
students will be able to make an appointment to see hint any time or that
they can call him at his home or leave
him a note at the A.S. office.
Bertolero said that the reason he
decided to run for president was, 11 saw
no one else that was as qualified as
myself and I felt I had the qualifications
and that in the interest of the students. I
should run."
Bertolero said he would like to get
involved with the California State
College and University Student

Alcaine also said that having a
Presidents Association and said this
involvement is "one of the respon- parliamentarian present at all council
meetings is "very necessary."
sibilities of the president."
The candidate said his ticket is not
Barb Pagac, 22-year-old accounting
going after any specific constituency senior, has been at SJSU for one year
because he and his ticket want to and is the Independent Ticket can
"serve the students at large.
didate for A.S. treasurer.
No structural changes
As far as improving communication
He said he does not want to make any
structural changes in A.S. government between the AS. Business Office and
but did say it t A.S. government) could the University Business office, Pagac
said the personnel review board is now
be run more efficiently.
Bertolero added that the basic investigating that issue and that their
qualification of the Independent Ticket recommendations will be looked into if
is their experience. He also said his and when she is elected.
administration will be an open one and
Confusing procedure
he will "seek the advice of students"
Pagac also said the procedure for
concerning any issue.
groups to obtain funds from the special
Carlos Alcaine, 21 -year-old junior allocations committee is "confusing."
political science major, has served one
"We would like to publish some easy
year on the council and is the
to read guidelines and send them to
Independent Ticket candidate for A.S.
campus groups," she said.
vice-president.
As far as funding priorities are
He is the president of the Intercultural Steering Committee I ICSC) concerned, the Independent Ticket
and served on the special allocations supports funding of programs !such as
committee while on the council. He is in concerts and speakers i, athletics,
student services, intramurals, the
his third year at SJSU.
Alcaine said he will make no struc- woolen’s center, child day care, legal
tural changes in the operation of the services, the Executive Council of
,
council hut that the council should Business Studs:lit., the
Communities anti Scale.
"follow Roberts rules of order."
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’Educated’ voter gets ’15’
info from union, Rockwell

Hotel effort to evict tenants
shows insencitive attitudes
By Mike Lum
That big business is uncaring and
insensitive to the needs of the poor is at:
accusation repeatedly voiced b),
minority persons.
No example of that insensitivity is
more illustrative that the International
Hotel in San Francisco’s Chinatown.
The International Hotel is a tenement
which houses primarily low-income
Asian senior citizens.
For the past eight years its owner,
Milton-Mayer & Co. and now the Four
Seas Investment Corporation, has been
tr illn t11 evict the more than 100

staff
comment
tenants for the purpose of demolishing
the building. The Four Seas Corporation, though, has not disclosed
what it will do with the property after
the building is demolished.
No effort has been made by the
corporation to either provide or suggest

other ideas
Porn story questioned
Editor:
I have just luushed reading an article
by Louise Ransil entitled "Porno Films
Shot in Dorms; Students Make Cash:
Stars," appearing in the April 6, 1976
issue of the Spartan Daily. The article
quotes me at length.
Since I have never met Miss Ransil, I
was completely appalled at this lack of
journalistic integrity. Not only have I
never met her; I have never been interviewed by her in person or over the
phone; nor did I make the statements
she attributes to me. Indeed, I would
seriously question the authenticity of
her entire story.
I would appreciate it if you would
arrange to have this letter printed in
the next issue of the "Daily" so that the
students who have been misled by Miss
Ransil’s untruthful remarks can appreciate the disservice done to as fine a
newspaper as yours.
Alfred C. Fabris
Deputy District Attorney
Editor’s Note: Ransil maintains she
interviewed Fabris over the phone, but
not in person. She said she identified
herself as a reporter for the Spartan
flails and indicated the subject of her

’No comment’
without records
Editor:
The difficulties Kostas Scoulas cites
concerning his degree program letter.
April Oh are unfortunate and regrettable, but in blaming anyone other
than himself he hasn’t a leg to stand on.
His letter distorts and misrepresents
the reasons why several petitions have
not been approved and why his oral
exam was cancelled at the last minute.
His letter also distorts ( and seriously
improvises) conversations with me.
Unfortunately, I cannot respond to
the specific issues he raises without
referring to his academic record
which is private. However, if he is
earnest in wanting to make this a public
issue, let him give me permission to
discuss the relevant portion of his
record publicly. I shall then be happy to
provide a full explanation of this
business.
Geoffrey F... Nunn
Economies Graduate Advisor

article.
After he made his statements, she
said, Fabris spelled his name and gave
his title.
Shortly before the article went to
press. Ransil again called the D.A.’s
office and spoke with a secretary who
confirmed the spelling and title.

Dorm ’cheats’
at casino night

alternate means of housing the tenants.
It is unrealisitc to expect elderly persons to comb the city for housing which
would be economically suitable for
them.
The needs of the hotel occupants,
mostly persons whose social and
cultural worlds begin and end in
Chinatown, have been ignored completely.
To these individuals, being relocated
means more than just a change of
address. It means the disruption and
end of a life with which they are
familiar. It means the loss of familiar
faces, people to talk to and eat and
drink with.
The International Hotel Tenants
Association, comprised of the hotel
occupants, has offered to buy the
building in order to turn it into a nonprofit low-income tenement.
With a $100,000 contribution from the
Campaign for Human Development in
Washington D.C., serving as a downpayment, the association hopes to
receive funds from other civic
organizations to cover the remaining
costs.
So far, the Four Seas Corporation has
refused to sell.
All too often, the rights of human
beings are ignored in an effort to increase profit margins.

is different
Editor:
In assembling materials for a collage
for a project on "Anger, Aggression
the
extreme
and
Violence,"
negativeness of the news really hit me.
The only news that seems to be fit to
print by most newspapers is negative
news. There’s no news unless it’s bad
news with the major exception being
the Spartan Daily.
I enjoy your human interest news of
the
people doing positive things
occasional clever, creative advertisements are a plus, too. Keep up
the good work and "Accentuate the
Positive!"
Caroline Thompson
Public Administration Graduate

staff
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Yet, here it was, the night before
Easter, and my apathetic friend was
spouting out background, detailed
analysis and exact arguments against
Proposition 15, the Nuclear Safeguards
Initiative.

out of his way to get involved?
Well, he admitted, much of it was
being handed to him at his place of
employment, a subsidiary of Rockwell
International.

I found myself listening to him in awe
rather than in interest. Could it be that
my previously uncaring and uninformed comrade had gotten so enthused about this issue of nuclear
energy that he is now the model
American voter?

Rockwell, a corporate giant in its own
right, has good reason to concern its
employes with the initiative. It is involved in a measurable amount of
research and development of nuclear
energy and the building of nuclear
reactors.

If Proposition 15 passes, Rockwell
Well, not quite, as it turned out. He
still didn’t know any of the U.S. Senate will be hurt where it is concerned the
the company pocketbook.
candidates of his preferred party. He most
The same is true of my friend’s union,
was unaware of the other 14 measures
which is also bombarding its members
on the June 8 ballot.
Further discussion revealed that, with anti-initiative information.
instead of researching both sides of the
What hurts the company will, in turn,
issue, his information had come strictly hurt the union in this case. Less work
means less employes and less union
from anti-Proposition 15 literature.
And where did he get the literature? money.
Did he contact a concerned group or go
The hand-in-hand partnership of

employer and employe is moldei
through the major concern of WI
company and union
securing th
Almighty Dollar.
I am no stranger to this uniqux
combination of political force. Twi
years ago, while a grocery clerk at .
market in Southern California, both tht
store and the union drowned us witki
propaganda against the Campaigt
Reform Initiative. The motive behint
all the drive was that both company arn,
union would lose the political clout ot
the big money contribution in stab?
elections. Again, the chief concern wail
profit, not a concern for the sociac!
welfare of California.
Before I left home to return to Sal,
Jose, my friend Greg gave me a "No ot’
15" bumper sticker.
While I have not yet passec,
judgement on the nuclear initiative an(r
may very well vote against it, I doubt
will utilize the sticker that I was given.
Greg received it from the gatekeepei,
at the Rockwell plant one of dozen:
that are handed to employes daily. c
I am not an employe and my concert,
is not economic, it’s environmental,
The almighty dollar is a tearoom(
force, but profit will not be my concert
when I cast my ballot.

Obstacle course at SJSU
worthy of sports coverage
By Dennis Wynne
Just crossing from one end of the
campus to the other, one faces an obstacle course that would make soldiers
In basic training cringe.
Why not invite ABC’s "Wide World of
Sports" here to film it?

staff
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"Good afternoon, ladies and genelse.
tlemen and welcome to San Jose State
"This will knock them out of the race
and the first annual Cross Campus
and now over to Chris Economaki on
Marathon where a contingent of 12
San Carlos St.
brave students will attempt to make it
"Thanks Jackie, well it looks like
to their class in time for a midterm."
"We’re here at Highway 280 for the trouble here as two of the contestants
start of today’s event where the have been almost run over trying to
students will exit the freeway and head cross the street. They have decided to
drop out of the event and quit while they
toward the parking garage.
are still alive.
"Here they come in single file down
"One of the runners has been collared
the off ramp and we will switch now to
Jackie Stewart at the parking garage." by a newspaper hawker and he will lose
"Thanks Jim, and it looks like it could a lot of time convincing him he doesn’t
be anybody’s race as they enter the want to buy one.
"Now we go to Chris Schenkel for the
garage. Oh no, it looks like two of the
contestants forgot to bring quarters and exciting conclusion of the race.
"As they near the end it is still neck
they will have to go park somewhere

h,

and neck. That’s right, all the coni
testants got tangled up in the rope:
which were strategically hidden aroun(
the construction area.
But it’s all right, three of them car,
still walk and the others are onl;
limping. And now back to Jackie for ir
special report.
"Jim we just had a tremendous crash"
on Seventh Street as a pair of con,l
testants were just run down by
motorized cart and a third was rammeq
by a bicycle as he tried to avoid tta
cart.
"Well Chris it looks like we aren’t’
going to have a winner this year. ;
guess the contestants will have to take’.
I
administrative "F’s" in this event.
"Thanks, Jackie and this is Jim"
Mackay saying goodbye from San Jose:
State and reminding you to join us next’
week when we cover ISA-CAIFI First),
Annual Non-Union Lettuce Throwing!’
Contest"
Spanning the globe to bring you the
constant variety of sport..."

Political notes

State’s big guns aimed at Prop. 15

By John A. Ytreus
Some of the biggest guns in California
state politics have taken dead aim at
Editor:
In regards to your article on Casino Proposition 15 the nuclear initiative
in an effort to defeat the measure on
Night (Spartan Daily, April 20) a
correction must be noted concerning the June 8 primary ballot.
The top luminaries are Sen. John
the auction and presentation of prizes.
In Mike Ford’s article, it was stated Tunney, D-Calif., Houston Flournoy,
"Washburn Hall pooled its winnings Bob Moretti, former Gov. Edmund
into a cool million to ice a turntable for Brown, Sr. and Republican Senatorial
residents."
Unfortunately, due to findings of
cheating on the part of Washburn, Allen
Hall was awarded the turntable after
pooling their money together and
legally winning the prize.
Perhaps the saying, "Cheaters never
prosper" is a good lesson to learn from
the dormitory Casino Night.
P.S. No porno flicks occur here, we’re
good and honest!!
Residents of Allen Hall,
Third Floor

Daily’s news

By Steven C. Taylor
My friend Greg is hardly an activ
citizen when it comes to elections.
Registering to vote was a major
chore for him and educating himself on
issues and candidates is virtually
impossible.

candidate Robert Finch.
The top money wielders are the AFLCIO, California Chamber of Commerce
and, of course, the major oil companies.
Their media blitz began last week in
several major newspapers and radio
stations throughout the state. It appears that the ’No’ forces will not suffer
from a lack of funds in financing their

efforts.
But opposition to the initiative is not
limited to politicians and well-monied
organizations. The state’s major media
apparently has no love for 15.
The Los Angeles Times, San Francisco Examiner and three major
television stations have editorialized
much to the
against the measure
pleasure of the ’No’ campaign.
Campaign material was also handed
out at San Jose International Airport
last Sunday. The Spartan Daily has
been nearly inundated with letters from
environmentalists and scientists on
singing the
campaign stationery
blues about the measure and its alleged
unfortunate results.
There has been nothing from the
other side. Surely there is another side.
Before the voters can make an
educated and unbiased decision on the
hazards and benefits of nuclear energy,
they must be knowledgeable of both
views.
The ’Yes’ forces may not have the
financial advantages, but they will
most likely have the volunteer edge.
And it is the door-knockers who oftentimes carry the heaviest influence in
any campaign.
The Associated Press and the
Federal Election Commission did a
disservice to Rep. Alphonzo Bell, R-Los
Angeles, a candidate for the GOP
Senate nomination, when it "revealed"
that he had outspent his opponents.
But in a Tuesday release, the AP said
that Bob Finch has outspent Bell by a
three to two margin. S.I. Hayakawa
and former IA. Gov. John Harmer
followed.
Speaking of the Senate race, the
California Poll conducted by Mervin
Field shows Hayakawa with a 33 per

cent rating while Finch is close behin
with 28 per cent.
Bell and Harmer bring up the rear
with 11 and five per cent respectively.
The poll was taken during the month
of March and indicates a big gain for,
Hayakawa, who can credit his
popularity with the toughness he displayed towards demonstrators as San
Francisco’s president.
Rep. Barry Goldwater, R-Huntington
Beach, had held a commanding 42 per
cent showing in February’s poll, but:
backed out of the race and chose to run,
for re-election some time ago.
Gov. Edmund Brown, Jr. says he isi
willing to compromise on the Farm!
Labor Board, but will not take back his
support of the secret ballot election!
idea.
The ALRB is virtually dead with the
several resignations from the board
and prolonged delays by the state ’
legislature to re-fund.
Regarding ’15’ again, the Mervin!’
Field poll shows that 52 per cent oppose.
while 42 per cent favor it.
But the campaign is just beginning,
so those figures may change raditally
before June 8.
im
Sen. Frank Church, D-Idaho, running I
for his party’s nomination, requested 30:
minutes of prime time from Cl3S1
Television to deliver a nationwide
address.
But he was only allowed to purchase
five minutes that aired at 11:30 p.m.
Monday night. Since Ronald Reagan
was allowed 30 prime time minutes
( 10:30 p.m. ) a few weeks ago on NBC,
where is this anti-conservative bias
that allegedly pours from the "liberal"
media?
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Police break up car theft ring

Class tutors police majors
in crime videotaping skills

Ca, I abion,

Dennis Bowman, Sony representative, demonstrates
videotape equipment to an Administration of Justice
class.

Three travel agencies and
;ne airline company coninue their travel show today
ietween the Student Union
ind Art Building to inform
tudents about their travel
ilans and charter flights.
The travel show was
irranged by AIESEC, an
nternational student
)usiness club, according to
knne ()rose, a member of
he club and an SJSU
pusiness freshman.
The initials stand for the
French name of the club.
Orosco said the travel
show is to raise money for
the club for travel grants to
those students taking jobs
arranged by the club in other

SJSU senior
takes one-year
marketing post

Bill Smyth, senior marketing major, has accepted a
one-year post as national
director of marketing for the
International Association of
Students in Business and
Economics AIESEC).
The Watsonville native,
who is 21, will assume his
new duties in New York in
May
following
his
graduation from SJSU.
"As marketing director,
I’ll be busy raising both
funds and internships for
students on a national level,"
Smyth, said.
has
which
AIESEC,
branches on 47 college and
university campuses in the
United States, offers foreign
exchange internships.
Smyth, who served as vice
president of SJSU’s AIESEC
branch until January, served
such an internship with an
import-export company in
Yugoslavia last summer. He
turned down a similar
position with an Oslo,
Norway, firm for this
summer to take the AIESEC
position.
Smyth’s new duties will
representing
include
AIESEC in various conferences and tours in the
United States and visiting
AIESEC committees and
branches in Europe to help
them develop exchange
programs.

countries.
The money will also be
used for the reception
program for foreign students
coming here to work, Orosco
said.
Travel agencies involved
in the show are California
Traveler, Student Services
West and an independent
travel agent.
Icelandic
Loftleider
Airlines is also participating
in the show.
The businesses involved in
the show pay AIESEC to set
up tables on campus, according to Orosco.
Orosco said that the club
contacts businesses an" asks
for sponsors for student
internships from eight weeks
to 18 months in jobs ranging
to
clerical
from
management trainee.
There are 54 countries
involved in AIESEC, she
said.
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They will then be given
the
opportunity
to
videotape burglary, rape,
homicide, drunk driving
and accident scenes
which will be set up
around the campus.

The juvenile was arrested
last Wednesday after an
automobile in a 10th Street
parking lot was about to be
hot wired.
The arrest and subsequent
interrogation have resulted
in the recovery of two other
vehicles stolen from campus
parking lots, according to
James.

At a seminar held Feb.
27 company representative Dennis Boman
demonstrated the latest
in videotape equipment.

Recreation 97 presents a
pet rock exhibition from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. today in the
S.U. upper pad area.
si
Faculty
Book
Talks
presents the Rev. George L.
Collins at 12:30 p.m. today in
room A of the Spartan
Cafeteria. The Rev. Collins
speaks
on
"Whatever
Became of Sin?"
is
The Christian Science
Organization meets at 3:30
p.m. today in Memorial
Chapel.
The faculty affairs committee sponsors a luncheon
forum from 1:30 to 2:15 p.m.
today in the faculty dining
room. Assistant Prof. Edith
Lindquist, of the Women’s
Physical
Education
Department, speaks on
"Mental Plan in Performing

what it was really all about.
"The dentist showed how
he did things, including the
preparbehind-the-scenes
ation," Lindley said.
Karen Tracy, geology
senior, has participated in
the program four times. She
said she thought it was a
valuable experience.

Interested students should
come to his office in
Administration 201 to make
an appointment to see a
dentist at work, Benz said.
Maurice Lindley, biology
sophomore, has been involved in the program twice.
"I was not very sure about
being a dentiLt. before I
went," he said. "Now I’m
sure I want to be one."

"I don’t understand why
Dr. Benz’ office isn’t
besieged with requests," she
said. "I was right there
seeing the procedures,
handling the tools and seeing
how the dentist maintains
rapport with the patients."
Time given free
"It’s quite a contribution
on the part of the dentist,"
Benz said. He added that the
dentist gives his time free of
charge and often has to slow
down his patient load to
allow time to talk to the
visiting student.

You’ve Got to See These!
iS u,e,en

Wednesday Cinema

James Caan stars as America’s hero on rollerskates in an action -packed film on international
war games. 123 minutes.

50d

TODAY
3:30 7.00 10:00
500
Morris Dailey Auditorium

r,...1 Week: Bit, ,ne Bullet

’le present

Films of Luis Bulluel

El Angel Exterminador
April 22
Freel
7:00
Free!
Education Bldg Room N100
Next Week

Simon del Desierto

Estrogen ups
risk of cancer

Larry James
cing operation" as a result.
Another automobile was

SACRAMENTO
AP
Use of the female hormone
estrogen has increased the
risk of cancer of the uterus
lining 400 to 800 per cent for
women in a San Francisco
Bay area study, state health
officials say.
The state Department of
Health,
releasing
information Tuesday from a
five-year study, echoed a
recent federal Food and
Drug Administration warning on estrogen.

Cultural week offers ethnic foods

A tour of Taiwan, Japan
and the Philippines has
already been planned for
January, 1977.

International Week, "Our
World: And Welcome to It"
will hold a food bazaar from
10:30 a.m. until 2 p.m. today
on Ninth Street in front of the
Student Union.

:.:

a Complex Motor Skill."
is
Chicana
"The
Experience" begins at 3:30
p.m. today in BC 101. Prof.
Sylvia Gonzales, of the
American
Mexican
Graduate Studies DepartMAGS ),
Anna
ment
Montes, a graduate student
in MAGS and Celina Davila,
an undergraduate in liberal
arts, will speak.
The Portuguese Brazilian
Club presents the movie
"Black Orpheus" at 12:30
p.m. today in the S.U.
Ballroom. The movie will
also be shown at the same
time tomorrow in ENG 132.
Admission is free.
as
The SJSU Meteorology
Department presents a
speaker at 3:15 p.m. today in
DH 615 on the selection of air

Students view experts
Pre-dental students can
observe a professional
dentist at work, according to
Dr. Stanley Benz of the
counseling office.
"Because we don’t have a
formal pre-dental program
at SJSU, many students are
opthis
of
unaware
portunity," Benz said.

stripped the day before of a
tape deck and tapes valued
at about $400.

Lazo said the course is
also being offered on the
national and international
level.

Dentists reveal tricks of trade

Lindley enthusiastic
Lindley said he became
more enthusiastic about the
whole idea of becoming a
dentist because he got to see

"We are investigating and
hope it (the arrest) will lead
to a breakthrough," James
said.
James said he couldn’t
provide further information
on the case at this time
because it might jeopardize
the investigation.
Last Tuesday, a 20-yearold man was arrested by
University Police for auto
burglary.
Thomas James Wills, 498
South 10th St., was arrested
after two persons saw a man
enter a car using a
screwdriver and remove a
tape deck and two cases of
tapes.
James said the University
Police are "currently investigating a possible fen-

Iranian, Chinese, Portuguese-Brazilian,
Korean
and Russian foods will be
served. Prices for the items
will not exceed one dollar,
according to Barbara Dunn,

spartaguide

Rollerball
Spartan Dail,

The arrest of a 17-year-old
juvenile by the University
Police
during
spring
vacation for allegedly attempting to steal an
automobile may lead to a
breakthrough in a major
automobile theft ring around
SJSU, according to Larry
James, university police
administrative officer.

seminars April 24 and
June 26, and a seminar
session on June 7 through
24 will all be held at SJSU.
Students will be taught
how operate videotaping
equipment and the best
ways to film a scene.

By Mary Vitakis
The
SJSU
Administration of Justice
Department is one of the
first schools in the
country to offer a course
in how to videotape the
scene of a crime.
Videotaping has the
advantages of instant
replay and a panoramic
view of the crime scene
according to Assistant
Prof. Douglas Lazo,
coordinator
of
the
program. It is a much
faster method of crimesolving than camera
shots which require time
to be developed, Lazo
said.
The department is
offering a series of
in
seminars
"Investigative Videotfor
aping"
Administration of Justice
students, police, fire and
probation department
One -day
personnel.

Travel exhibition
gontinues today

Arrest leads to stolen cars

About 17 students have
taken advantage of the
program, Benz said.
The Santa Clara Dental
Society and the counseling
office
established
the
program over a year ago,
according to Benz.
Sixteen dentists, most with
practices in San Jose, have
participated in the program.

pollution monitoring sites.
Frank Ludwig, a senior
at
meteorologist
Atmosphere Sciences
Laboratory in Menlo Park
will speak.
The
SJSU
Geology
Department presents Dr.
Donald Savage, a guest
lecturer from the University
of California, at 12:30 p.m.
today in DH 311. Savage
speaks on paleontology early
man.
S..
The Sierra Club meets at
7:30 p.m. today in the S.U.
Pacifica Room. Plans for the
remainder of the semester
will be made.
e
Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers Guest
Speaker Series continues at
12:30 p.m. tomorrow in
Engineering 227 with a three
week series on the nuclear
power referendum. Dr.
Richard Koralek, Electrical
Engineering, speaks against
the power plants.
is
Recreation 97 sponsors a
departmental display of
exhibits, demonstrations and
talents from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
tomorrow in the S.U. Loma
Prieta Room.
S..
The
SJSU
Sociology
Department sponsors three
brown bag seminars at 12:30
p.m. tomorrow in Social
Science 14. Prof. William
Arkin
speaks
on

"Television and Social
Policy";
Prof.
Robert
Jackall speaks on "The Role
of Negative Comparison."
Prof. Inger Sagatun speaks
on "Factors Influencing the
Attribution of Responsibility
in the Juvinile Court Setting."
The SJSU Ski Club meets
at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow in JC
141. Officer nominations and
trip information will be
discussed, as well as a movie
to be shown.
The Inter-cultural Steering
Committee presents the
China film "The Barefoot
Doctors," at 12:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the S.U.
Umunhurn Room.
The SJSU Sailing Club
meets in the S.U. Almaden
Room
at
7:30
p.m.
tomorrow.
Se.
Used binders, manila
folders and folder dividers
are being given away until
Friday by Sunsweet Growers
according to Judy LaFontaine of the company’s
purchasing department.
Sunsweet is moving its San
Jose offices to Yuba City and
does not plan on moving the
office material LaFontaine
said.
The materials will be
available from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. at the company’s office
situated at the corner of 7th
and Alma streets.

International Week coordinator.
About 10 campus student
organizations are expected
to participate in the event,
Dunn said.
International foods will be
prepared by the student at
approved kitchens and
various churches in the area,
Dunn said.
Booths will be set-up
where international music
and costumes of the country
will be displayed.
Each group must pay a $10
entry fee to participate. This
money will be awarded to the
groups as a prize. The booths
will be judged on the quality
of decorations and food.

Financing bill
wins its first
committee test
SACRAMENTO
AP
Legislation to establish the
public financing of political
campaigns in California,
with a new twist aimed at
making passage easier, has
won its first committee test.
The bill by Assemblyman
Jim Keysor, D-Sepulveda,
won 6-0 approval of the
Assembly Elections and
CommReapportionment
ittee.
It was sent to the Ways and
Means Committee.
Keysor said the new twist
is a provision requiring only
a simple majority approval
of the legislature. This
sidesteps the two-thirds
majority on which has
stopped previous efforts.

Students buy and prepare
their own food. All profits
from the bazaar belong to
each group.
International Week began
Monday and will run through
Saturday, April 24. Events
are free and open to the
public.
These events include a
film series today and
tomorrow,
a
Portugese-Brazilian Culture
Night, India Night and an
International Night Dance.
The culture night will be
held at 7:30 p.m. on Friday,
April 23 in the S.U. Ballroom,
India Night begins at 7
p.m. on Saturday, April 24 in
Morris Daily Auditorium.
An international night
dance featuring Sam Stern’s
International Band will be
held from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. on
Saturday, April 24, in the
dining commons.
A drawing will be held at
the dance. First prize is a
round-trip ticket for two to
Los Angeles.

Teacher info
Career Planning and
inoffers
Placement
formation on school districts
and teaching jobs overseas
at its Information Center in
Building Q near the Business
Tower,

AM ERA ON
366 S. First St. 204-3800
Tue.- Wed.
Shakespeare Festival
MACBETH
Eves. 7:00 & 9:30
Wed. matinee 1:00

STUDENTS 51.50

air

Associated Students Program Board

INTERVIEWS FOR CHAIRPERSONS FOR 1976-77
The Associated Students are accepting applications for the following positions:

PROGRAM BOARD DIRECTOR:

The only paid position. ASPB Director oversees the expenditures, provides leadership for
the chairpeople, acts as liaison between Program Board, and A.S. Executive Council, prepares
and manages annual budgeting process. Non-voting. At least 25 hours per week. 3 units
credit offered.

ARTIST -IN -RESIDENCE:

Develops, plans, and coordinates the two-to-four annual artist -in-residence programs. Works
with 52000-53000 annually. Artists in recent years have been Anthony Braxton, Mrs.
Medger Evers, Dick Gregory. 3 units credit offend.

CLASSICAL ARTS:

Negotiates, contracts, and produces the visiting classical artists on campus. Develops series
concert concepts. Works with $6000 to $7000 annually. Recent artists are Alfred Brendel,
Carlos Montoya. The Early Music Series, Natalie Hinduras, The Stradivari Quartet. 3 units
credit offered.

CONTEMPORARY ARTS:

Negotiate, contract, publicize, and produce "popular" concerts. Works with $15,000 to
Richard
516,000 per year. Recent artists are Pablo Cruise, Herbie Hancock, Fleetwood Mac,
Pryor. Cheech and Chong, Jessie Colin Young, and others. 3 units credit offered.

DANCE:

Plans, selects, and produces at least 2,4 day residencies by dance companies. Work with
Advisor and Director on National Endowment for the Arts Grant proposals. Works with
$6000 to $7000 per year. Recent dance comr a tins are Paul Taylor, Inner City, Daniel
Nagrin, Flamenco in Concert, Repertory Dance Theatre. 3 units credit offered.

DRAMA:

Needs a vigorous, energetic chairperson who will work hard to Make successes with a small
$200010 $3000 budget. This line item is in danger of being drnoped from the budget.
Recent productions are "The Cage," The San Francisco Mime Troupe, The New
Shakespeare Company. 3 units credit offered.

FILMS:

Select, book, publicize, and run the Monday and Wednesday Cinema series. Plan and
produce film specials. Must be available to handle the ticket selling each Monday and
Wednesday night. SJSU has one of the best film programs In the country, and it takes a lot
of time and energy to keep it there. A few recent titles "Godfather II," "Amarcord,"
"Bunuel Film Festival," "Lenny," "Erotic Film Festivals," and many more. Works with
$7000 to $9000 per year. 3 units credit available.

FORUMS:

Selects, negotiates, publicizes, and produces the visiting speakers program on campus. Works
with $6000 to $8000 per year. Recent speakers are Jack Anderson, Bob Woodward,
Christine Jorgenson, Joseph Heller, and others. 3 units credit offered.
Interviews are Wednesday, April 21, from 9 A.M. to 11 A.M., and Thursday, April 22 from
9 A.M. to 1 P.M. Fill out appliytions and sign up for interviews at:

A.S. Office, 3rd Floor, Student Union
Call Ted Gehrke, 271.3274 for further information.

The love poem
trial says it aii.
Our Golden Tapestry wedding sets.
Rich mosaics in diamonds and
14 karat yellow gold Choose from
our impressive selection, with
diamonds in every shape and size.
As shown, with three
diamonds, $450.
Something Beautiful for Everyone.s.
CONVENIENT TERMS

GRANAT BROS

JEWELERS SINCE 1905
EASTR DOE MALL SAN JOSE
Capitol Expressway Tuns and Ouornby Roads
Open evenings Marl fluoughFr. Open Sun /10017
STEVENS CREEK PLAZA SANTA CLARA
Stevens Creek Blvd at Winchester Slvd (On the Emporium Mai,
Open Thursdlly coining
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High winds buffet golf scores

1
Scott Hoyt wields driver

per hour Thursday, and
By Randy Frey
While most SJSU students finished just two strokes off
were spending their vacation the tournament record set in
soaking up the sun at local 1972 by Arizona State’s
beaches, the Spartan golf Howard Twitty, now a
team was busy competing in touring pro.
As a team Brigham Young
two 54-hole tournaments.
The Spartans brought was 33 strokes better than
home a sixth and seventh second place Stanford, and
place finish in what coach 46 shots ahead of the seventh
Jerry Vroom called "the place Spartans.
toughest tournaments we
Levin disqualified
have played in so far."
SJSU received a severe
Two tournaments
setback when freshman Don
Both events, the Fresno Levin was disqualified after
State Golf Classic and the the first round for signing an
Western Intercollegiate Golf incorrect scorecard.
Championships, were won by
According to Vroom, the
Brigham
third -ranked
player who was keeping
Young University.
The Cougars captured the Levin’s card did not record
top four individual spots in any scores until the final
the Western Intercollegiate, hole.
played April 14-16 at
He then quickly filled in
Pasatiempo Golf Course in the card, giving the freshthe Santa Cruz mountains. man a four on a hole where
Mike Brannan, of Salinas, he actually carded a five.
led the way for BYU with a Levin didn’t catch the error
blistering 297, nine strokes and signed the card.
ahead of teammate Mike
Carelessness hurts
Reid.
Winds blow
San Diego State University
Brannan fought off high golfer Rick Gordon protested
winds, gusting to 50 miles the score, and Levin was

sports
disqualified.
In tournament play each
golfer keeps the score of
another member of the
foursome, and he is then
required to verify the score
with his signature.

"It
was
simply
carelessness on Donny’s
part," said Vroom, whose
six -man
team
quickly
became a five-man team.
Hoyt leads way
Scott Hoyt led the way for

Women’s golf team loses ace
reduced to a pa ir with clubs a

0
ti

By Randy Frey
Many teams have complained of lack of depth over
the years at SJSU, but none
can compare with the 1976
version of the women’s golf

team.
The women golfers go only
two deep, prompting coach
Betty Hicks to characterize
the squad as "rather short on
team members."

Seek revenge on Cardinals

SJSU volleyball club in playoffs Friday
By Steve Soares
The SJSU volleyball club
will be trying to make up for
a "cardinal sin" committed
last week when it competes
in the Northern California
Volleyball
Intercollegiate
championships this Friday
Maples
Stanford’s
at
Pavillion.
The Spartans "cardinal
sin" was a loss suffered to
the Stanford Cardinals on
April 9, which gave the
Spartans their second loss of
the season and handed the
southern division championship to Stanford.
Face Chico
Because of its loss to the
Cardinals, SJSU (10-2) will
now have to face Northern
division champion Chico (101), in the first round of the
championships at Stanford
on Friday with the match
beginning at 2 p.m.
The winner of this match
gains the right to enter the
finals against the winner of a
match between Stanford t 1111 and defending champion
Davis (7-4) which follows the
2 p.m. match.
Championship match
The championship match
will take place at 8 p.m. in
Maples Pavillion.
The Spartans worst defeat
of the season was dealt by
Chico which shut out the
Spartans, 3-0, earlier in the
season.
Spartan player-coach Mel
Nishida hopes for a different
story on Friday.
"In our first match against
Chico our two top setters
couldn’t make the match,"

said Nishida. "With a full
squad we should really
surprise Chico."
Qualify for state
championships
Besides qualifying for the
championship match, the
first match against Chico
bears added importance as
the two teams which qualify
for the finals will be eligible
to participate in the state
championships in San Luis
Obispo early next month.
Nishida said he would like
to play Stanford for the
championship because of the
Cardinals victory over SJSU
last week.
Cardinals win
The Cardinals won the first
two games of their match
against SJSU by scores of 1510 and 16-14 before the
Spartans staged a comeback
which faltered in the fifth
match.
Added emotion
Acting as if they had all
been injected with a shot of
emotionalism and adrenilin
the Spartans won the third
and fourth games by the
scores of 15-11 and 15-13, as
well as taking a 10-7 lead in
the final game.
Unfortunately for the
Spartans, the Cardinals have
one of the class spikers of the
league, Tom Duraldi, who all
night long was spiking over
the SJSU blocking line.
Duraldi spikes Spartans
It was Duraldi who put the
Spartans quietly to rest as he
connected on three consecutive spikes late in the
final match to give the
Cardinals a 15-13 victory.

Commentary
Then there are the
coaches. Head coach Ernie
Bullard and his assistants,
distance coach Don Riggs
and sprint coach Larry
Livers, are the men

responsible for recruiting
this talent and blending them
into one of the best teams in
the country.
Togetherness key ingredient
But the big factor in
SJSU’s success is team
togetherness,
a
key
ingredient in becoming a
winner.
I was privileged in making
the trip with the team to
Long Beach for the meet
against the 49ers and I was
more than impressed with
the
atmosphere
that
prevailed.
Lack of team .spirit that
had led to the downfall of
many an amateur squad, not
just in track but in baseball,
basketball and football, is
non-existent on this team.
Everyone cheers for each
other. There’s a loose, jovial

*

10% DISCOUNT

ON ANY MERCHANDISE
WITH THIS AD
Antiques, furniture, appliances,
clothing, jewelry, junk.

"We lost our No. 1 player
(Shirley Hauter ) to the San
Jose Police Department,"
said Hicks, who, although
still working very hard this
year, is really looking forward to next year’s campaign.
Next year
"Next year we are really
going to be strong because
we will have considerable
depth," said the coach.
This year’s squad consists
of Donna Smithwick, a "10
imand
handicapper
proving" according to Hicks,
and Cheryl Brewer, an 18
handicapper.
The two golfers played in a
tournament recently even
though a team score cannot
be recorded with only two
team members.
Hicks reported Brewer

10 qualify
for NCAA
track final

L} nil

At liner

Spartan Gray Buetzow rises for the spike against Stanford in the Spartan gym as Shahriar Malakiman (no. 12) looks on.
"The reason we lost this
match was because of our
poor serving," said Nishida.
"At one point in the final
game we went one full
rotation
without
even
scoring a point."
There is going to be a rule

change for the playoffs in
comparison with the regular
season which is going to cut
the number of games needed
for victory from three to two.
Because of the way that
the Spartans usually are a
slow starting team Nishida

feels this will be a disadvantage to the Spartans.
"I will be talking to some
people to see if we can get
this changed backed to the
best three out of five
games," said Nishida.
Because of their 10-2

record, as well as being the
only team to beat the Cards
this season (3-2 last March at
Stanford) the Spartans have
been invited to the Collegiate
Far Western Volleyball
Tournament, May 8, in
Berkeley.

Key ingredient -togetherness -on track team
By Tarun Patel
There have been many
reasons for the success of the
SJSU track team this year.
For one, the Spartans are
loaded
with
talent.
Individuals such as freshman hurdler Dedy Cooper,
junior miler Dan Gruber and
junior sprinter Ron Whitaker
are just three of the top
performers on a team full of
potential Olympians.

the undermanned Spartans
with a 223, good for a ninth
place finish in individuals.
Don Thames, co -leader
after a first round 70, succumbed to the winds on
Thursday and soared to a 79.

atmosphere among them.
Individual sport
This is unusual because
track is essentially an individual sport. With the
exception of the relay events
and certain distance runs,
there is no real team-work
involved as in other sports.
In baseball it’s nine men
striving to win, in basketball
there are five men who must
work together to win.
In track though, the
athlete is on his own. He has
no one to pick up the slack
for him. This in itself, is

ample reason for a lack of
comradery on the team.
But not on the SJSU team.

from their comfortable spot
underneath a tree to cheer on
their teammate.

Team satisfaction
When an individual wins a
race, for example, he is not
the only one satisfied. His
teammates as well feel this
satisfaction.

What a
sight,
Ron
Whitaker yelling "Right on,
blood" and Dedy Cooper
slapping palms with Calvin
Cazenave as Gruber crossed
the finish line of the 1500 a
victor.

This was clearly evident at
the Long Beaeh State meet,
April 10.
Cheers from teammates
When Dan Gruber ran in
the 1500 and 5000 meters, it
was the sprinters who got up

When Larry Johnson
jumped a lifetime best 51-6’2
in the triple jump, there was
teammate Danny Carter
hugging him.
tveryone gets along
Gruber summed up the

team’s winning attitude
when he said, "Our team is
so close, everybody gets
along with everybody else."
Gruber told of the reason
why Mike Kirtman, a
teammate of Whitaker and
Mike Farmer’s at Woodrow
Wilson High in San Francisco, came to SJSU after a
year at the University of
Washington.
"Kirtman didn’t like it
there because each guy
would go out for himself
They weren’t winners," he
said.

The Games Area 9-Ball Classic

Reserve your spot nowl

STUDENT UNION GAMES AREA 277-3226
f

PYRAMID
All
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colors
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plantersboxes
etc.
grow your own with

ENERGY

KUMMER

Ilford* Kodak

Kodak Processing

20% off
at...

paper
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chemistry

THE KAMERA KORNER
560 S. Bascom Ave.
San Jose, Calif.

WHAT
AWAY
TO LIVE!
LIGHTED TENNIS COURTS
4 SWIMMING POOLS
GYM/WEIGHT ROOM
RACQUET BALL COURTS
JACUZZI AND 2 SAUNAS
LIGHTED BASKETBALL
COURTS
AND: A R ecreatton Center featuring pool
tables, ping pong, a television viewing room, a
library/study room, a photography lab, ceramics
iIi, and guitar classes. All this and more
ncluded with every apartment.

Al) of this for an unbelievably low price.
Come check us out.

maximum of
24 entries

576 W. Santa Clara St.

Ten members of the SJSU
track team have already
qualified for the NCAA
finals, to be held in
Philadelphia June 3-5.
Included among them are
five sprinters, two weightmen, two distance runners
and one long jumper.
Ron Whitaker ( 200 meters,
400 meters), Bob Triplett
(100-yard
dash), Dedy
Cooper (120 hurdles), Mike
Farmer and Don Livers (440yard relay) are the Spartan
sprinters.
Ron Semkiw, Mike Weeks,
Dan Gruber, Grover Prowell
and Dan Cadet have also
qualified.

broke 100 for the first time a
competition with a 97, at
Smithwick had a strong bar’
nine en route to a 91.
3
Tourney spot
With her 91, Smithwice(
tied for the one remaininh
position on the North-Sout;
team and a chance to play in
a
Southern
Californie
tournament May 1.
She tied with Kim Rupei
of Santa Clara University’
and a playoff will be held
later in April to determinl
who will play.
"Both Donna and Chery
will be coming back nex
year, and with the net
golfers who are planning t
come to SJSU we should b
very strong," said Hicks.
"With only two golfers w
can’t go to the Nationa
Intercollegiate tournamen
this year, but we should b
there next year," said Hicks
who doubles as Sparta’,
coach and Foothill Colleg
Aeronautics instructor.
Hicks is an SJSU alumna
and is therefore "logicall
interested in the golf team.’
Coach plays too
She says because she is thi
only golf coach in the stat
who plays with her players,
lot of girls are planning t(
enroll at SJSU next year. A
that time the team "is reall
going to be in contention,’
said Hicks.

AND: 2 and 3 bedroom apartments all with
dishwashers, air condttioning, cic ovens, and
garbage disposals. Washer/dryer hookups

Friday, April 23, 12:30 pm
First Prize - 75.00 Cash
Second Prize - 140.00 Cash
Entry Fee - 17.50

Nifty Thrifty

The senior wound up witl
225 total, good for only a 1:
place finish.
Terry Beardsley came
at 234, Achim Steinfurth
236 and Scott Little at 23f
The Spartans will pl
again tomorrow in anoth
three-day tournament t
U.S. Collegiate Golf Tot
!lament at Stanford Gi
Course.
Vroom held qualifyii
rounds
yesterday
are
Monday for four pit
positions, Hoyt and Tham
being the only golfe
assured of berths.

From 101 take Tully Rd., West
2055 McLaughlin Rd., San Jose

279-2300
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Women’s tennis team coach Lyn SinClair gives her team I pep talk. The netters leave tomorrow for Ojai Valley.
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Biggest event of the year
for SJSU women netters
By Chuck Thrower
Three members of the
SJSU women’s tennis
team will enter the
Women’s
Intercollegiate
Championships
Heffelfinger Cup Event
at the 77th annual Ojai
Valley Tennis Tournament
tomorrow
through the 25th.
Participating in the
California
Southern
event, which is said to
be one of the biggest and
prestigious
most
tournaments in the
country, will be the No.
1 tennis ace Cilia
Grapes and the No. 1
doubles team of Nancy
Rang and
Debbie

Breen.
tournament,
The
which is based in the
home of the bionic
woman, will pit state
champions against
national champions as
far away as New York.
The best play should
come from the men’s
and women’s singles
divisions.
Must play well
The women netters
must play close to
superior tennis if they
plan to come home with
a victory.
"It all depends on the
draw who we play,"
Rang said, because the
Spartan players might

play the state or
national champion in
the first round.
We’re going to see
tremendous
tennis,
head coach Lyn SinClair
said. "The best tennis
players in the country
will be there."
In preparing for the
tournament,
SinClair
said the team worked a
lot on the net and
overhead shots.
"We practiced over
the Easter holiday and
the ladder changed as
Rang is now the No. 2
player and Breen, the
No. 3 player.
Won’t win
"We’re going to try as

hard as we call," she
said, but realistically
speaking, "we do not
expect to win."
"It will be good
competition and good
experience," manager
Annette Lea said.
After this tournament
SJSU will face the
University of the Pacific
and both squads are 4-1.
This match will decide
who advances to the
playoffs at the Northern
California
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference
(NCIAC)
tournament at Santa
Clara on April 30.

.

By Chuck Thrower
The Spartan judokas will
take a five-man team to
Baltimore tomorrow for the
National
Senior
AAU
Championships.
To qualify for the Olympic
try -outs, the judokas must
place in this tournament.
Participating in die AALl
tournament are: Keith
Nakasone, defending 139
pound champion; Mike
Kessler, also 139; Leonard
Urso,
176;
Brewster
Thompson, 205; and Steve
Bout, fighting in the
heavyweight division.
NCAA champs
The SJSU judo team
recently returned from
Butler University in Indiana
where it won its 15th consecutive NCAA victory.
Placing third in the 139
division was Nakasone,
Randy Sumida took first in
154; John Baggott first in
165; and Thompson second in
the 205 weight division.
Sumida, a sophomore and
NCAA 154 pound champ for
the second year, qualified for
the AAU tournament but will
not enter because he is in
Venezuela for the PanAmerican games.
Tough tourney
This tournament by far is
much tougher than the
Collegiates as it has been
noted, because this is the
year of the Olympics and a
chance of bringing home a
gold medal.
Thompson,
PCAA
wrestling champ and last
year’s NCAA champion who
placed second this year, has
more or less been in a slump.
Head coach Yosh Uchida
said, "Thompson feels
disappointed. He won the
Collegiates last year and
went to the world games.
Last year no one heard about
him, but this year everyone
knows what he likes to do."
Uchida confident
Uchida however feels

Gymnast Cris Wright places 11th
in national competition at Temple
By Sue Trevarthen
Spartan Gymnast Cris
Wright has represented
SJSU for the second time in
National gymnastic competition.
The nationals were held
Temple
1-3
at
April
University in Pennsylvania.
Wright scored a 9.3 in the
floor-exercise compulsories
and was tied for 3rd place on
April 1 and had 8.8 in the
optionals on the following
day.
He needed a score of 9.25 to
compete in the finals on
April 3.
Finishes 11th
Despite failing to qualify

Schuler fails
in bowling
title attempt
Despite bowling a fine 190
series in single competition,
SJSU’s Ron Schuler could
not crack the top eight
finalists list in the 1976
Association of College
Unions-International Championships just concluded in
Oklahoma City.
Schuler bowled a series of
572 in singles play while also
compiling a 541 series in
doubles events.
Mark Schwabe from the
University of Wisconsin Milwaukee captured the title
with a 731 series, which
included a 270 game.
Schuler reached the group
of 32 national finalists after
capturing the All -Events
title at the Region -15
Championships held at
Fresno State in February.
During the season, Schuler
led the Spartans and was one
of the most consistent
bowlers on the squad.

for the finals, Wright
finished in 11th place at the
end of the weekend.
Gymnastic coach Richard
Chew said that Wright was
the only one on the floor
during his part of the
competition and he, "really
had the crowd behind him.
That didn’t hurt at all."
Wright himself said that
the response of the crowd
surprised him.
Wright’s brother Randy
competed in the nationals in
1971 on the rings and placed
seventh.
Wright’s first trip to the
nationals was in 1973 when
he was a freshman at SJSU.
Quits after ’73
After that tie, "decided
that the satisfaction I got
wasn’t worth all the work I
was putting into it so I
decided to quit."
Chew recruits
Six weeks before this
year’s national competition
Wright was approached by
Chew and asked to compete
with the team.
"It was a hard decision for
me to make but I finally
decided to go ahead. It was

worth it. For six weeks it
wasn’t so bad."
Wright said that the
problem is that the committment to the sport isn’t
there like it used to be.
Still learning
"I’ll keep working out
because I still want to learn
things about gymnastics. It
just isn’t likely that I’ll ever
do it for a full year again,"
Wright said.
Wright teaches summer
gymnastics at Skyline High
School in Oakland.
"I have thought about
being a coach but I would
only do it if the gymnasts
were beyond the beginner
stage. I prefer it when there
is some risk involved. It
makes the sport more exciting," he continued.
Olympics not considered
When thoughts turn to
Olympic competition Wright
said he never considered it
for the simple reason that he
didn’t want to go all-around.
All-around is a gymnast
competing in every event.
"In high school my coach
wanted to to go all-around
hut it just never interested

ThE Pf!RFoR
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COLD BLOOD
Tickets available Bass Outlets
and The Parlor
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AMERICAN COPY
273 E. San Fernando
Next to Peanuts 295 7778
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if I didn’t feel they would not
place," the coach said.
Over the Spring recess, the

South All-Stars defeat North,
6-3 in rugby game at Stanford
tourney, did not get its fees
Eric Swanson, former 19 points.
SJSU’s B team, who was in on time and thus were not
University of California
gridder, scored the key try in supposed to play in the allowed to participate.
the second period Saturday
as the South All -Stars
defeated the North All-Stars
6-3 in the fourth annual
rugby match at Stanford.
Spartan rugger Mike
Chuirko played for the north
squad.
The South took the lead in
the first period on a try by
Steve Auerbach, who inCAMERA STORES
tercepted a pass and ran 30
yards for the score.
A penalty kick by Bay
Area Touring Side (BATS)
Kodak
fullback fetched the North its
11=11
only points of the game in the
second period.
In another All-Star game
played during Easter, the
Bay Area all-stars, again led
by Oxman, outplayed the
Valley all-stars 15-3.
After a scoreless first half,
the Valley took a 3-0 lead
seven minutes into the
second half on a 30-yard
penalty kick by Chuck
opui
Williams of Capitol.
SUNDAYS 12-4
But Oxman, who provided
"al
SAC 50110110
STOWS OM
all the scoring for the U.S.
Australia
in
against
’
January, kicked three
penalty kicks within 15
minutes, then took a pass
from Blane Warhurst of the
Old Blues to score the
game’s only try.
SJSU player-coach Floyd
McGaughy and Chuirko
. were the only Spartan
representatives.
On April 10, the BATS II
SAN LORENZO
SAN TOSE
U ( BERKELEY
romped to the championship
170 VIA MIKADO
40 SOUTH FIRST
7302 TELEGRAPH
7711171
779-1461
114/ 2550
of the Northern California
11114 SO 9510
mom 1111 /
Paw fo, 311 1 10
Class B tournament at
in! 9510
Se 14 10
Sm 17 1
Modesto, whipping the Old
Blues, 31-0, in the final
behind Marty O’Donohue’s
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Roy Andries de Groot,
wine editor, Esquire Magazine says:
"I have never found any wine to equal the combination
of quality and value of Gallo Hearty Burgundy."

Paul Kovi, wine editor, Sphere Magazine:
"Hearty Burgundy receives well-deserved recognition
from both layman and expert:

Robert Lawrence Balzer, Holiday Magazine:
"Gallo Hearty Burgundy is the greatest
value in red wine in America..."
Chris Wright

1VOLKSWAGEN
SPECIAL
A 15 pt. check-up
compression
and adjust plugs
and adjust points
and adjust timing
and adjust brakes
and adjust valves.
7 Adjust carburetor
FL Check generator
9 Check ignition system
10. Check light system
11. Check battely
12 Check brake fluid
13. Check transmission fluid
14 Change oil (oil incl.)
Lube job
1.
2.
3.
4

Check
Check
Check
Check
5. Check
6. Check

(1)1:N-: I HRI &k
Tues.-Sat.: Powerhouse
In the Factory

374-4500

93 So. Central, Campbell, CA,
i,,,,,,,,,..,,,4.0w440n44,0044.0.4..044.04.004s..4044.0.oa.ao04a14*

294-1562

$29.95
tors parts)
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confident that his judokas
will not disappoint him.
"I wouldn’t take this team

FOR SUMMER

2 shows 7:30’ 10:30

XEROX

me," said Wright.
He added that he likes
rings because his brother
was a ring specialist.
"To this day I don’t know
why I went to free-ex
(exercise). I really can’t
say. I just developed a taste
for it."
Wright also said that
national competition doesn’t
actually make him nervous.
"The worst time is the
time between when they
announce my name and I
walk to the edge of the mat.
After that I just block
everything out. The only
time during a routine that I
hear the crowd is when I
pause before my next move
or when I’m doing a handstand."
Will not be back
Wright does not intend to
compete for SJSU next
season but that resolve has
been changed before.

wir--

441

sports

Santa Clara County Board of
Supervisors
passed
a
resolution
commending
Uchida for directing the
Spartans to their 15th consecutive
NCAA
championship.
Part of the resolution read
"Now therefore be it
resolved that on the 13th day
of 1976 by unanimous vote of
the Board of Supervisors, it
is hereby ordered: Well done
again. Yosh !"

HOURS
Mon.- Fri. 730-4:00

SPARTAN MOBIL
IMPORTED CAR SERVICE
Next to 7 11
I 1 th ond Sari Carlos, San Jose

294 1562

Judge it so irself. Frnest et Julio Gallds California Hearts Burgunds.
Hicher, more mhos( ...the Best of the Rumnindies.

Gallo Hearty Burgundy
The Best of the Burgundies
Arts liorgunds of (

810w-rt. Gallo NineNents. Morlehi. ( Illorma
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Grads show art work
Eastern Streams, a group
of 28 artists specializing in
Asian art forms who
graduated from SJSU, is
showing a multi -media
bicentennial exhibit at the
gallery of the Chinese
Cultural Foundation in San
Francisco. The exhibit will
continue through May 29.
Different forms
The exhibit
features
paintings, prints, sculpture.

Poetry
slated

(I) and Bobri Molerin.

Artist L I Yeong In shows her air brush
painting "Waterbuffalo" to Dr. Nancy Wey

Rankin brings his music
to San Jose night club
ticket price of SS. Tickets are
available in advance and at
the door.

and drums when he appears
tonight and Thursday nights
at the Brewery, 29 N. San
Pedro.
The shows will be at 8 and
11 p.m. both nights with a

"I am a romanticist to the
last degree," singer Kenny
Rankin said, "and my music
is what I am."
Rankin will be backed by a
trio with bass, keyboards

No minors will be admitted.

A poetry reading slide
show entitled "The Feast"
will be given at noon today in
the S.U. Costanoan Room,
Gary Traucht, a Toronto
poet, will read his works and
Toronto tapestry weaver,
Ellie Fidlez, will show slide
projections of her tapestries.
Also in the slide showing
will be a series of drawings
called "13 Women," by a
Greek artist.

jewelry and fabric wall
hangings in abstract and
realistic forms.
The jewelry of Jim Tajiri,
who has a M.A. from SJSU,
is on display. Tajiri, who
teaches jewelry making at
Hartnell College, bases his
designs on such traditional
Japanese themes as samurai
armor, kokeshi dolls and
Shinto architecture.
Traditions inspire
Nakamoto,
Henry
currently working toward an
M.A. at SJSU, has ceramic
pieces inspired by Chinese
and Japanese traditions in
the show.
Also featured are Joyce
Yasuhiro’s fabric sculptures, the ceramics of Jeff
Cast and Allan Weaver,
Calvin Horn’s landscapes
and prints by Carol Toriumi
and Glen Yamane.
Encourages artists
Eastern Streams was
founded in 1973 by SJSU
teacher Dr. Nancy Wey. Its
purposes are to encourage
Asian -American students in
art, to encourage non-Asian-

Artists Bobbi Molerin (1) and Ayako Yanase
discuss Yanase’s painting, "The lmmi-

grants," on display by Eastern Streams.

American artists who use
Asian themes, and to increase the general public’s
interest in and appreciation

and con art.
located at
Francisco,

of traditional
temporary Asian
The gallery is
750 Kearny, San

on the third floor of th
Holiday Inn. Hours ar
Tuesday through Saturda
from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

The second annual

Photo Idenitification Contest
(six years late)

SAN JOSE:
What’s come
over your
-0

FIRST PRIZE:

atm tancEL

VA:1-Y

A round trip flight to Los Angeles on P.S.A.

FOUR RUNNERS-UP PRIZES:

Presents:

Lunch for two at The Wooden Nickel

See "How to play" below
JUST IDENTIFY THE PHOTO

J

JACKSON ST. BAND
8, Sat
DELTA WIRES
Pi
24

Thur 22
Fri
23

**

WHITE EYES

Wed. 21

BEST IN BAY AREA MUSIC
00
-sIX Num-is A \NI 1 k
& Sat
HEARTY SANDWICHES,
SALADS & SOUPS "’"
4 7 P. III

P54.18 times a day
to and from Los Angeles.

SFR V111) DAILY I 1 AM -7 ; 30PM
Si’ I h. Alameda
Sama 5 lara

FRESHEN UP
with this week’s special . . .

()PEN
1 larn-2um

(1
11.1 --11S52

veekt :Os

Weds., April 21 thru Tues. April 27 only.

How to play P.I.C.

"CHEF SALAD"
Ham, cheese, tomoatoes,
and alfalfa sprouts on a
bed of tossed greens.
Your choice of dressing.
Regularly S1.35

only

1.15

OPEN: 6:30 am - 10 pm weekdays, Fridays til b
21h E

S.If I f

I.

1,1 ,111,

n

7.5

--PEANUTS

Guess the identity of the photo above. Form the clue word(s) from the
bracketed letters found in the ad text (one tettei per ad), anagram style.
Fill out the entry blank completely. One or two words should suffice to
identify the Photo. Then answer the tie breaker question, which is: What
is the closing Dow -Jones Industrial average for Friday, April 23, 1976?
Bring your entry to Spartan Daily Classifieds office, JC 206 and deposit
in the Contest Entry Box. Entries MUST be in by 12 noon, Friday,
April 23, 1976.
Winners announced in next week’s contest page.

Good looking I -shirts with our
store logo in sizes Small, Medium
and Large.

Rules:
1. The most accurate entry will win. In case of two or more comparably
accurate answers, the tie -breaker will be used. Persons designated by the
Spartan Daily will have final say in judging the accuracy of the answers.
2. The Spartan Daily will not be responsible for lost or stolen entries.
3. All complimentary flight passes awarded on P.S.A. expire 90 days after
date pass is issued.
4. Only currently enrolled SJS students or faculty may enter. Persons
affiliated with the Spartan Daily or its advertisers are ineligible.
5. Spartan Daily reserves the right to amend rules or make corrections as it
deems necessary.
6. ONLY ONE ENTRY PER PERSON.

Caps and Gowns
KSJO decals available now

ENTRY BLANK

Bachelors Gowns $10.75 complete
includes cap, tassel, & gown
Masters Gowns $21.75 complete
includes cap, tassel, hood, & gown

(Must be entered by Friday)

CLUE WORD(S)

ACCENT ARTS
T-SHIRTS
$2.00

PHOTO IDENTITY

TIEBREAKER ANSWER

NAME

MAJOR

We also have a few used
Masters gowns
$17.00 complete

LAST WEEK’S
P.I.C. WINNERS
FIRST PRIZE: GARY LARKS
Runners Up:

Wade Owen Winblad, Gabe Bryans
Colleen Hazzard, Leslie Nieman

Last Week’s Solution:
Photo: Teeth WI d key
Clue word(s): lock out
Tie breaker answer: 968.22

On April 22nd
The Spartan Daily
presents

"EAR FOOD"
A SPECIAL EDITION
ABOUT MUSIC

LOCAL ADDRESS

CITY

PHONE

,
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’Smokey’ brings a quiet storm
By Gina G. Javier
A quiet storm hit San Jose
last week when William
"Smokey" Robinson entertained a scant audience of
1,000 at the Center for the
Performing Arts.
Robinson, former lead
singer, songwriter and
producer
for
Motown
Records’ first successful act,
the Miracles, was superb.
Looking a bit lean in a
brown jumpsuit, the 6-foot
singer wooed the young
crowd with . the sound he
helped shape, rhythm and
blues.
When Robinson began

singing with the Miracles in
1957, rhythm and blues as a
commercial form was still in
its infancy.
The 35-year-old composer
explored it as he started
writing songs and stamped it
with his own trademark-his
soft, mellow voice.
In 1972, Robinson left the
Miracles and went solo.
After
two
albums
"Smokey" and "Pure
Smokey"
Robinson is
redefining his music and
calling it "A Quiet Storm,"
the title of his third LP
released last year.
"While I was off the road,

Parisian play
to be staged
Barry Alien

"Mademoiselle Colombe,"
a play by Jean Anouilh, will
be performed at 7:30 p.m. on
Thursday and at 8 p.m. on
Friday and Saturday in the
Studio Theatre of the Speech
and Drama Building.
Set in Paris
The play, set in Parisian
theatrical world, deals with
a woman seeking her own
identity apart from her
husband.
In the glittering Paris of
the 1900’s Mademoiselle
Colombe, with her husband
off at the war, embraces the
life of the theatre with all her
heart.
Her husband eventually
discovers she has been
unfaithful and comes home
to find her as merry as ever
and unembarrassed by her
new life.
Masters project
Director June Richards is
presenting "Mademoiselle
Colombe"
in
partial
fulfillment
of
the
requirements for her M.A. in
Theatre Arts.
Bygone ere
"The
moment
the
audience steps into the
theatre they will be taken on
a journey that will sweep
them back in time to a
bygone era with music which
has been specially selected
to underscore the play,"
Richards said.
Anouilh
surrounds

"Smokey" Robinson

OAS and

entertainment
Gallery displays
graphic works
More than 20 graphic
\%orks by Ben Shahn, a wellknown artist, are the first
exhibit in the newly-opened
Young Gallery in Park
Center Plaza, Suite 117.
His works, gathered from
private collections, may be
seen through May 15.
There have been over 50
books written about Shahn
and his art.
A native of Kovno,

Author
to lecture
Dr. Arnold Rampersand,
of
professor
assistant
Stanford
at
English
University, will lecture on
’American Ethnic Poets" at
8:15 p.m. in the S.U.
Ballroom.
The lecture, one of a series
of bicentennial readings and
lectures, is free and open to
the public.
Rampersand has authored
"Melville’s Israel Potter: A
Pilgramage and Progress"
and
Art
"The
and
Imagination of W.E.B. Du
Bois."
He recieved his PhD from
Harvard University, and
was a teaching fellow there
before joining the University
of Virginia faculty.

Lithuania, Shahn came to
New York when he was 8
years old. Later, he apprenticed to a lithographer
and attended New York
University and the National
Academy of Design.
After his death in 1969,
many showings were held,
including one in Japan that
received unparalleled acclaim by the thousands of
visitors.
lithographs
Serigraphs,
and wood engravings by
Leonard Baskin are also
shown in the gallery.
The gallery hours are 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Saturday.

"El Angel Exterminador"
iThe Exterminating Angel),
a film by Spanish director
I.uis Bunuel, will be shown at
7 p.m. tommorrow in
Education Building Room
100. Admission is free.
The film, an entertaining
black comedy, deals with 18
wealthy, influential people
attending an elegant dinner
gradually
who
party
discover that for some
inexplicable reason they
cannot leave the room. Days
pass, they run out of food and
water and the glittering
facade of their social
existence becomes shattered.

SAN JOSE

279-9096
Open 11 a.m.-5 p.m.

TEACHERS AT ALL LEVELS,
Foreign A Domestic Teachers. Box
1063. Vancouver, Wash, 98660.

Free Magazine-Truth of Life
(positive thinking) magazine. 293
1588 (9 a rn to 5 p m
SPARTAN PUB ANNOUNCES new
hours! Mon, Tues. Wed, Thurs
11AM OPM. Fri 11AM 8PM without
bend With band til 12.00 AM
Reduced prices during happy hours,
4 6 daily. 5 cents off glass. 25 cents
off pitcher. The Spartan Pub -home
of the 11 or draught, edibles.
notables. potables. peanuts! Hours
for the Great Savory Soup, Salad
and Sandwich Society are IIAM
IPM Monday Friday.

(2nd floor, 3rd
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for sale
Shredded Foam Rubber
50 cents lb -no limit
293,2954

Of nInM AND IlAS, Ann t.,N1 CA In, 01C.I.‘ ar,. ...

kinds
Scales.Scales.Scales--all
Tribeams (triple beams). Harvard
trip balance, portable type counter
Valance, water level gram scale
..any others Best Prices (Also
imer paraphernalia I BODEGA OF
’PAIN, 1040 N 4th, 795 7438
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Craig ACDC Cassette Tape Recorder
with carrying case, microphone and
earplug S40 Call Jan 774 7900 x722

4

7i,. Raleigh iompetition Reynolds 531
B Frame S775. /4/ 18 II
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"Music is my life," he
said. "I just want to give
something that’s relevant to
the music world."
With his multiple contributions to the music
world, particularly his 500
plus songs and his definition
of the rhythm and blues
sound, how "relevant" can
one person be?

"I plan never to do that
again," he said.
Robinson’s writing career
boasts more than 500 songs,
many of which have been
recorded by the Beatles,
Rolling Stones, Aretha
Franklin, Ella Fitzgerald,
Marvin Gaye, Sonny and
Cher and, of course, the
Miracles.

Unreal
Prewashed
Denims!

"Soft and warm, a quiet
storm," Robinson sang. Out
came a tune delicate and
touching, achingly sweet and
clear, yet stunningly intense
and controlled.

8.95
at
457 E. Si,, CalIOS
Oct. loth & 1 Itril
779 1881

41.

Robinson has a new album
out called "Smokey Family
Robinson," which contains

Sp
ART

artist materials

DRAFTING iARGHITECTS ENGINEERS GRAPHICS

..

SAN JOSE ART

PAINT & WALLPAPER

.

365 SAN ANTONIO ROAD
9411600
MT. VIEW

87 VALLEY FAIR CENTER
STEVENS CREEK BLVD.
SAN JOSE
249 8700

..,:::.
...
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A delighttull place to live. Ping POng
volleyball, coeducational, dish
washer, radar oven. extra clean,
extra quiet, one block from campus
at 234 So. Ilth Phone 998.0003. 5115
per month,

BUNDY coronet w case good can
Mho., excel for beg or int player
545 or best offer 279 1748
Amazing but True! Guinea Pigs raised
by too in the wilds of Los Gatos See
them feel therm buy them. JC 206
S18.2
Desk with removable bookcase and
chair S100 Studio bed set with
corner table Slls Gene organ,
either 542601 trade tor piano Cali
997 3751. nights

MENTS FOR RENT
Quiet Lge rooms turn.
Studios & 1 br , w w
carpets. Swim pool
Recreation Room Dead
Bolt Security Lacks
6205o. 9th St. San Jose

Need Xtra Money? Immediate part
time openings available. Tel.
solicitors and foot canvassers,
Contact Brad Williams Trane Co. 704
E Gish Rd, 998 1554.
RECEPTIONIST, sales girls, we
train, afternoons, must be sociable
&good with figures. Apply daily 1 to
2p.m. at 407 E. Santa Clara St.. near
9th, 2 blocks SJSU.
KARE FOR KIDS is in need of
families willing toprovide homes for
children with behavioral problems,
We provide continuous professional
assistance and training in behavior
modification to our families.
Payment is SI60 per month. Single
Parents and alternate lifestyles
acceptable Call 258.9617.
Parttime lob-53.50hr. 30.25 hrswk.
Marketing oriented. Call Bruce
Gossett at 4460212.

Enclosed garage w lock for parking or
storage, 2 blocks from campus. $15
rno. 292,6596.
Wanted House Rental. 3 be. May June
thru September for visiting Scientist
(IBM) & family. Phone 354,1849.
(Los Gatos Area Preferred.)
Furnished Apt. for rent. One bedroom,
reasonable, summer rates. Quite.
Tidy. Ph, day 296.8879, nite 295-8757.
ATTENTION-One bdrm furnished
apt for rent; clean. quiet. Water 8
garbage pd Tenant parking, close to
campus. Summer rates. Avail. Call
192 5956 or 294.7332.
House Inc rent. 5 be, 2, 7 bath, no pets
Fireplace, large kitchen First A last
rim. rent. Call 246,7230. Ask for Dan.

COUPLE to manage small business
OK of one works elsewhere. Ex
perience perferred. 245-8233 or 579
5363.
Female nude models needed to
illustrate book on posing for
photography. Call David Konler at
226 5174.

Men ’S
Experi
Clothing. Part Time Only; Call 293
7420

CHRISTIA STUDENT CENTER Men’s stujio apt w kit., detached
bth 595. One em for girl. 540 Call
2479046

lost and found
Found Pocket Calculator. call and
describe at 732 2104 Ask tor Magda

personals

ROOM FOR RENT. Clean. private,
555 mo. & up 468 S 6th St. 998.2312.
(itch priv

eooms.kitceen

privileges males on
ly Clean and quiet, prefer non
smokers 617 So 6th St. after 1 pm

Beautiful teems near campus. Men
99S. 9th St. from 75 mo.. kit. priv
297 9916; Girls -298 S 10th across
Bus. Bldg., from amis.. shared. 99
mo. pvt. Kit. prin. Ph, 279 9035 or
3781140
Large 1 bilrm apts. I? blk SJSU 0160
Clean quiet. parking, 439 5 4th SI
293 6099 Or 297 7289 Prvin or
Mustafa
One bedroom furnished apt. 5455. 11th
St S155 CO Nice tioileing, good
Parking. bike storage. 793 1293 or
1360701
Want to buy a home? Let Alameda
Reality help you find one. Call
salesman Dave (Selland. at 292 29114
For Rent, furnished apartment, tidy,
roomy, and quiet. No pets, no pool.
no rev room Reasonable 475 50 lIft
St ’Si. Ph. 7868970. Summer rates
II ,.min. dash to class. Apply now Mr
fall 8 summer session AAA turn
apts. built in oven range, diSCm.
priv bale across from Duccan Hall,
730 S San Salvador St Ask for
J B 2944079

GO DOWN. A student operated.
student oriented backpacking base
is now open Jackets, parkas. veStS
other
outdoor
and
most
paraphenalie at prices geared for
student pocket books. Located
around the corner from Peanuts at
75 5. 76h St. in the rear. 998 1921. II.
Th 1-5 p.m., WI. Sat. 105, Fri. 101
p.m.
Experierteed Thesis Typist, Master’s
Reports dissertations; Marianne
Tamberg, 137 EscOber Ave. Phone
3564248, Los Gatos,
OUSPENSKYOURDJIEFF
Palo Alto Center
Now accepting students Call 326 9255
- - - - -Got a brother or sister entering college
in a few years? Help your parent,
provide tor their education costs to(No Fee) Waddll and Read. inc 74’
8200 Arlene Gilmore
-- - - TEACHERS! Need help planning your
retirement? California Teachers
Association provides a (Mod annuity,
but how does it stack up against
inflation and the rising cost of
living? (No Feel Arlene Gilmore
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Si 50
200
250
300
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2 75
2 75
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2 40
290
3 40
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3 00
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Each additional line add,
50
50
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3
4
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SECS-Seks Education and Coun
seling Services. Need help with sex
problems? Or just have questions?
New free sex counseling services on
campus for all students, gay.
straight, or bisexuals. Call 277.2966
or drop by Building K for in
formation or appaintments. Con
fidential,

PORTRAITS: In your home or other
suitable location. Reasonable rates.
Call Oso del Mar Photography at
353 3600 for appointment or in
formation
If you’re Really Living, you’re giving
geed things to your MIND and
BODY such as Yoga. Slirnnastics,
Creative Dance. and Adventures in
Creative Thinking, HARMONY
WAY STUDIOS 2462854

Wedding Consultants will bring you
personal service at the lowest
prices Fragrant bouquets and
lovely arrangements will create a
splendid look tor your wedding. You
can also design a special memory
with our invitations, custom veils,
and Other wedding items. Order One
Oral) A special gift with your floral
order. Call Luv’s Flowers for in
formation or appointment, 378-8044
eves,

VOICEPIANOKEYBOARD
NAB.
MONT. Career Training or Life
Beginners
Enrichment
Professionals. Today’s music or
Classical. Some openings to earn
tuition. HARMONY WAY STUDIOS
246 2854.

Massage and Sauna Bath. Student
rates. 298 1603. Sainte Claire Hotel

TERM PAPER: Bogged down writing
term papers? Don’t panic For help
call 7517829 or 159 1218

North valley secretarialservice Term
Papers, resumes. theses. senior
projects. letters 75 cents per page
and up Fast accurate reasonable
262 1923
Exper. typist for SJSU students and
business, Nan 267 3119. short
Notice

travel

From loose sheet originals. Self Serve
IBM copies w free sorting between
KOPI
available at
96 p.m
SYSTEMS, 322 E Santa Clara St It
bib from campus) 294 MO or leave
your work for us to make, (9) cents
minimum sale

Ride needed to school from Santa Cruz
MWF for 7 30 class and -or return
2 30 or later Call Jack, 4621392

Typing IBM 60 N.3, No. 823 Ph
4355

EUROPE.. PALMA de MAJORCA..
SPAIN TAHITI MEXICO .AFlit
CA CENTRAL, SOUTH. AND LAT
IN
AMERICA. STUDENT
1.D EURAIL AND BRILRAIL
PASSES..WORK ABROAD
HOS
CARDS TRANSATLANTIC
TEL
SHIPS STUDENT TOURS WITHIN
EUROPE .INTER EUROPEAN
FLIGHTS INSURANCE, FREE
TRAVEL INFO Contact Rol El
Danis (408) 354 5147 at Student
Travel Services (formerly Stuient
Services West), 236 N Santa Cruz,
No 314, Los Gatos, Ca 95030

287

GETTING MARRIED? Discount
flowers guarantees you the most
beautiful bridal bouquets and
wedding decorations. Whether your
wedding is a small one or a large
one, you should know we have been
saving our customers 30 50 percent
Off florist prices! Why pay more for
less Complete Floral Service-12
years experience Call for free
estimate Ph 996 1252,

LOW COST CHARTER FLIGHTS TO
LONDON, PARIS, AMSTERDAM,
FRANKFURT, ZURICH. GLAS
GOW, DUBLIN. SHANNON. BRUS
SELS, MADRID, AND HONG
KONG STILL SEATS TO LONDON
JUNE 19 FOR 76 DAYS S439, RT
SEP 2nd BR l’ISH EUROPEAN
TRAVEL, 937 SARATOGA AVE.
SAN JOSE, CA 95129, TEL 446 5252

CASH FOR QUALITY USED BOOKS
I. RECORDS. Recycle Bookstore, 98
E San Feenando Corner Of 3rd and
San Fernando 0296627?
COLLEGIATE TYPING-SELEC
TRIC II, TURABIAN METHODS,
THESES, TERM PAPERS MIS
SION. Si FREMONT AREA 797
6375 JUDY

DISSATISFIED, FRUSTRATED?
Write TJG BOK 26681, Si 95159
(Donations appreciated, but not
required 1

One
day

10 YRS EXPER. TYPING EDITING
FAST. ACCURATE
PAPERS
FORMER ENG TEACHER CALL
244.6411a1ter 6.30 MARY BRONCO

services

FRIENDSHIP OFFER
Friendly guy seeks female friend,
Please call 298 7151

("Classified Rates

72 MOB OT excellent cond 53200, 997
0557 wkends, evenings

&LOMA

his latest single best-selling
hit, "Open".

Although Robinson is
doing live performances
again I he called them mini tours and weekenders,, he
said he is not working at the
same pace as when he was
with the Miracles.

...:
.....

.::

holisind

APRIL 21 THRU MAY 4

’IMAMS T.

"I wanted to spend more
time with my family. I also
wanted to do other things in
the entertainment world that
has nothing to do with music
per se," he said..

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY! Stuff
envelopes 550 per 103, immediate
earnings Send stamped addressed
envelope to LEA Si. P0 Box 678,
Morro Bay. CA 91447

Wanted: Mag Or chrome wheels and
or tires to lit 1974 Dodge Van (15
inch. S lug). Call 867.4819 after 6.

WitlY KAMM

Robinson said his main
reason for quitting the
Motown group after 15 years
was his family.

Help Wanted: Shakey Pizza Parlor,
1146 5 Saratoga Sunnyvale Rd
Must be 21

Joe and Jim’s Auto Repair, brakes,
valve jobs. tune ups, reasonable
rates. American and PU 406 E San
Salvador. 794 8493

VOW

The singer’s wife of 16
years, Caludette, also sang
with the Miracles. The
Robinsons
have
two
children.

Intermediate SelfDelense. MW 6.30
8 Opel S10 Class begins March 29.
Sign up in AS Business Office
Sponsored by A.S. Leisure Services
177 7973.
-Delicious Gormet Sandwiches made
for yOur order Food Stamps ok. 126
E San Salvador

automotive

SUB
SANDWICHES
Quiets to go

Student Dental Plan-Enroll "now".
Applications and Information
Associated Students office or 371
6811.

& San Salvador)

PAUL’S
PLACE
100 S. Second
at San Fernando
San Jose

help wanted

Sexual Pleasure Workshop for
Women, Saturday. March 17, 12 6
p.m. S10. Sign up in the A S. Business
Office. Sponsored by A.S. Leisure
Services, 2772973,

289-8681
CAMPUS INSURANCE
404 -S-3rd St.

announcements

E yperienCed Thesis Typist. Master’s
Reports Dissertations Marianne
TaMberg 137 Escobar Ave Phone
356 4248, Los Gatos,

for College Students

Special" show.
At age 35, Robinson has
been a singer, producer,
composer, actor and vice
president
of
Motown
Records, but he said he still
has "many, many, many
unfulfilled dreams."
He went on to name the top
three: to make a major
motion picture, to score a
major motion picture and to
have some more children.

classifieds

GAY MEN. Gay Student Union meets
every Thurs 8 p.m at the Women’s
Center. 20 to 50 gay men use their
common bond to learn, laugh, talk
and grow together Be all you can.
attend

LOW COST
Auto
Insurance

Bunuel film
to be shown
tomorrow

Colombe, played by Nancy
Merrell, with Conunedia-like
figures. Other characters
include the diva Madame
Alexandra,
played
by
Shannon Bryant; an aging
actor La Garde, played by
Sal Aiello; her husband
Julien, played by Brian
Lewis, and Colombe’s lover
Edouard, played by Bruce
DeLesDernier.
Tickets are ;1.25 for
students and $2.25 general
and are available at the
SJSU box Office.

not doing any traveling or
performing, I had the chance
to see a lot of people perform, and everybody was
loud," he said during an
interview.
"Not that they weren’t
good, but everybody was
loud," he added. "1 just
wanted to be different. I
wanted to do my music
subtly."
Robinson defined his
music as quiet but forceful,
"an act where people can
come and hear what’s being
said, without being drowned
out by everything."
After a three-year absence, Robinson began
performing again with his
newly -formed band, appropriately named "Quiet
Storm."
The group is made up of
seven male musicians and
three female singers.
Robinson has not found
any negative effects in going
solo. He was quick to point
out the advantages.
"I feel freer to experiment
musically," he said.
But his freedom is not
confined to music alone.
"Career-wise, I wanna do
everything-movies,
television, the whole gamut," he
said.
Robinson has already
made his television debut,
portraying a rookie cop on
"Police Story."
He has also appeared in a
"Police Woman" episode
and has hosted a "Midnight

.
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Balloon soars over campus
at flying club’s Air Fair ’76

silbro"tio,
Pe-1

Balloonist Dan Krogh

eee

...Jr..

gives a delighted student a view of the campus from 75 feet in the air.

Foreign exchange program
gives recreation study abroad
By Bill Fenton
A nation-wide exchange
program, operating from
SJSU for three years, has
been working with nations
including Germany, Switzerland, Japan, Austria,
Great Britain, Sweden and
Australia.
The Center for International Studies is in
Building Z.
"My No. 1 priority is to get
a grant," said Dr. Nellie
Arnold, founder of the
center.
Arnold said the country
they stay in pays for room
and board right now, but that
the economy pinch being felt
in Europe is jeopardising
that part of the program.
Students exchanged
The program, started by
Arnold, is an exchange
program started with other
nations.
The center prepares
students from all fields,
including
psychology,
nursing, arts and recreation

The students work with
park departments, hospitals,
and wildlife management
programs of other nations to
make comparable analyses
and to develop plans for
recreation in those countries.
Arnold said the major
emphasis
of
students
presently abroad (there are
17 from SJSU) is therapeutic
recreation.
Many
are
currently
working
in
hospitals, including three
students in Edinborough and
two in London.
Arnold prepares students
for their trips by offering
seminars
with
guest
speakers, readings and tapes
on the country the student
has picked.
The way others view
Americans is a vital part of
the preparation according to
Arnold. She wants the
students to be so prepared
they are "afraid."
Jobs offered
Preparation takes six
months for the three-month

Automation brings
designing problems
The age of automation is
here, and with the increasing
use of electronic machines
by consumers, problems in
design have arisen.
Frank Glass, IBM senior
engineer and a 1955 SJSU
graduate,
told
an
engineering
seminar
recently some of the things
engineers must consider
when developing machine,
for public use.
"What we’ve been doing is
trying to get IBM back to
where people ( instead of
skilled workers ) operate the
machines," Glass said.
Such public -operated
machines include automatic
ticket machines and bank
tellers, according to Glass.
He pointed out a peculiar
case where a woman was so
taken by a computerized
ticket machine that she fed it
"oranges, crackers and
cookies."
A major problem. Glass
said, is designing the
machines to take credit
cards that people may have
smeared with peanut butter,
gum, lipstick and other
"junk."
Glass said automatic

Summer jobs
Summer jobs are listed
daily at Career Planning and
Placement, Building AA.

DROP OFF -24 HR
SERVICE FROM ASST.
LOOSE ORIGINALS

IBM
COPIESUP4xM

2.80

KOPI SYSTEMS
294 0600
322 E Santa Clara, SJ

seven selections locations in
the U.S. including SJSU.
Arnold corresponds
regularly with the students
every week or twobesides
preparing students waiting
to go and teaching a course
in recreation here.
Arnold teaches in the arts
program
at
London
University every summer
and calls Great Britain
home.

The deadline for entries in
the
SJSU
Pre -Law
Association’s contest for
selection of a new club insignia is tomorrow for
students interested in the $25
cash prize.
The student group, which
recently changed its name
from the Pre-Law Club, has
offered the cash in an effort
to find a new name symbol,
which will be used on all of
the association’s material,
including business cards,

By Rial Cummings
through Bikecentennial ’76,
SJSU senior Barbara P.O. Box 1034, Missoula,
Bravos is going to cross Mont. 59801.
America this summeron a
Bravos and her 12-member
bicycle.
group will shove off from
"I haven’t done much Reedsport, Ore. June 6.
touring," she said. "This Pedaling around seven hours
ought to cover it for a a day, the group will trace
lifetime."
the route of Meriweather
Bravos
and
several Lewis and William Clark
thousand others are ex- through
the
northern
pected to take the ride of a Rockies, down through the
lifetime as a part of Great Plains into Kentucky,
Bikecentennial ’76.
into Yorktown, Va. 82 days
Easy paced pedaling
after starting.
"It’s really not as hard as
The 4,100 mile trans the it sounds," Bravos said.
America
tour is
culmination of the project, "We’ll cover around 50 or 60
which provides itineraries, miles a day. That’s a breeze.
guides and accommodation
"The trip is planned to be
plans for participating ridden at an easy pace.
bikers.
There’ll be plenty of time set
Information about en- aside for sightseeing, and
tering can be obtained one layover day every
week."
Packages prices vary
Several different price
packages are offered,
ranging from full service
groups, which will have their
gear transported by van
each day and stay in motels,
letterhead and posters.
to camping tours who will
"This is a campus-wide carry their own gear, cook
contest," said Ron Beamon, their own food, and sleep in
coordinator of the com- tents.
petition. "This is not limited
to pre-law or art majors, but
open to all people who have
talent."
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The winning entry will be
selected at the group’s May 6
meeting and the artist will be
notified by Beamon.

we sell more
than typewriters
At Hunters Office Equipment we may special
in selling typewriters at a reduced rate; but on
main business is satisfaction. Satisfaction that
guarantees quality beyond compare.
Whether you’re in the market for a new or reconditioned typewriter or adding machine
in and see us. We’re open MondayFriday froli,
8:30-5:00 p.m. or call us at 294-2091.
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Students and faculty flock to the hockey -ROTC practice field for a ride.

1

c
Bravos has opted for the
latter.
"It’ll cost me about $700,"
she estimated. "That’ll
cover food, prearranged
camping sites, guides and
accident insurance."
The only problem Bravos
forsees is what to do when
she arrives in Yorktown.
"The fee doesn’t include
transportation back from the
east coast, and I won’t have
much money left. I have
relatives back theremaybe
an instant inheritance will
turn up."
Bikecentennial is a nonprofit operation that has
been given a $26,500 grant by
the American Revolution
Bicentennial Administration.
Its executive director is
Dan Burden, a student at the
University of Montana.
Three years ago he came up
with plans for a bike route

across the nation.
Bikecentennial was the
result. Most of the participants are expected to
take one of 14 short excursions in different parts of
the country. They range
from 12 to 45 days, and will
cover from 425 to 2,000 miles.
Historical sightseeing
All are built around an
historical themethe Lewis
and Clark trail, colonial
Virginia, Civil War battlegrounds,
Bluegrass
Country and so on.
"I’d always thought about
riding across the country,"
she said. "But it was never
more than a fantasy until
now."
Bravos said she is training
for the trip with one short

trip per week. Starting a
week before departure,
she’ll ride 10 miles a day.
According to Burden, the
Bikecentennial is aimed
primarily for the beginner
and average rider, rather

than the expert.
"We’re expecting a cross
section of Americans," he
said. "We’re signing up
everything from families
with kids to riders in their
late 70’s. We want people to
enjoy the country leisurely."

NEXT STOP,
GREENWICII
VILLAGE

love

Concerts Dances
Frat Parties
We have the band
you re looking tor
Kaleidoscope Prod.
244-6692

Is
skin
deep

McDonald’s

GIVE

WE’RE MORE
THAN FAST:
INEXPENSIVE
QUALITY
’CLEAN

MON.OR TUE.

BLOOD
APRIL 26&27
a

CONVENIENT
DELICIOUS
’HOT

10 MA

SJSU

* *********
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WE’RE ON SAN CARLOS, JUST ONE
BLOCK FROM THE MEN’S GYM

PRIETA

COUPON

ROOM

PURCHASE A GREAT-TASTING BIG
MAC. AND GET A FREE REGULAR
SIZE ORDER OF OUR FAMOUS
FRENCH FRIES!!

From 9-4

GOOD THRU 5/7/76
1 per customer per visit
Between
11 a.m.closing

1 East San Fernando

3

Contest applications are
available in Adm. 201.

HUNTERS
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Student to pedal across America

Deadline tomorrow
for pre-law insignia

each

minimum sale$1 00
Free Collating

s

tellers have to be designed to
count and disburse money
accurately, and strong
enough to withstand attempted robbery.

study trips. Most students
end up with temporary job
offers and stay for six
months or one year.
As chairman of the center.
Arnold is busy speaking to
students on a nation-wide
level and spent three days in
the South speaking with and
interviewing students for the
program.
Fifty students from the
U.S. go each year. There are

Tethered hot-air balloon
many
attracted
rides
students and faculty to Air
Fair ’76, a fund-raising
aviation event presented by
the SJSU Flying Twenty
Club.
Though many of the
planned Air Fair activities
were rained out when the
fair opened April 8, the Air
Fair drew great response on
a sunny and clear April 9,
according to coordinator
Rudy Cosio.
Students and faculty sailed
75 feet in the air over the
hockey-ROTC practice field
Friday morning in the hotair balloon for $2 per ride.
Scott Kough, aeronaut and
hot-air
professional
balloonist, gave the rides
and demonstrations of
the hot-air balloon technique.
The Flying Twenty Club
paid $30 per hour for Kough’s
services and broke even on
the hot-air balloon rides,
according to Steve Martin,
Flying Twenty club member.
Flying
Twenty
club
members sold raffle tickets
at the fair for meals, a Bay
Area air tour for three, a
one-hour flying lesson and
other gift items and certificates to raise funds for
the precision flying team’s
upcoming trip to the
National Collegiate Airmeet
in Daytona Beach, Fla.
The raffle drawing will be
held at 9 p.m. April 20 at the
Aeronautics Department at
Coleman Ave. and Airport
Blvd. Ticket-holders need
not be present to win.

(1,

STUDENT

UNION
A AS/Red Cross

Win: A Trip To DISNEYLAND For 2
Via Air California. Also,
Many Other Additional Prizes
Will Be Given Away.

